Electroencephalographic burst suppression versus loss of reflexes anesthesia with propofol or thiopental: differences of variance in the catecholamine and cardiovascular response to tracheal intubation.
The electroencephalographic burst suppression pattern (BSP) might indicate the brain's effect-site concentration of anesthetics more precisely than clinical signs and thus eliminate bias from studies on the reaction to tracheal intubation after different induction drugs. To test this hypothesis, we compared the catecholamine and cardiovascular responses and their variances to tracheal intubation when either BSP was induced by infusion of propofol (30 mg x kg(-1) x h(-1); n = 14) or thiopental (75 mg x kg(-1) x h(-1); n = 14) or anesthesia by repeated bolus doses until loss of reflexes (LR), initially of propofol 2.5 mg/kg (n = 15) or thiopental 5 mg/kg (n = 15). The standard deviations were more often smaller in the BSP than in the LR groups, but the results of Levene's test for differences of variance were insignificant. At the LR level, propofol attenuated catecholamine, arterial blood pressure, and heart rate responses to intubation better than thiopental, but at the BSP level, only the norepinephrine response was better attenuated. Cp50 concentrations of propofol and thiopental at the onset of BSP were 9.65 and 31.60 micro g/mL, respectively. Our results did not support the hypothesis that the responses to tracheal intubation can be more accurately predicted when unconsciousness is controlled with the aid of an electroencephalographic burst suppression pattern. Significant differences were found in the reactions between propofol and thiopental. At the burst suppression level, the catecholamine response was abolished with propofol.